Antique Oriental Art Carpets

Exquisitely Beautiful Antique Carpets
v o l u m e
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The only Oriental rug company ever awarded
Robb Report’s “Best of the Best”

•

•

Dear Friend,
Since I started Claremont in 1980, we have presented a
vast inventory of stunningly beautiful antique Oriental
rugs that are true works of art for the floor, akin to
paintings and sculpture. Our stellar 19th and turn of
the 20th century carpets are much more than decorative
floor coverings. As our clients frequently comment, “They
literally transform a home.”
Whether you are shopping for your first fine carpet or are
a connoisseur, we welcome you to enjoy our Concierge
Services. (See foldout on next page.) We will make
finding the ideal rugs for your needs an efficient and
entirely pleasurable experience.

J an D avid W initz , Founder and President

Many clients begin by exploring a sampling of 850 of our
carpets in full-screen images on our extremely popular
website. Our ultra-convenient In-Home Shopping
Service allows you to work with us from anywhere in
the U.S.A. We also have long experience exporting rugs
for our clients abroad. We warmly invite you to visit our
gracious gallery complex located just 15 minutes
from downtown San Francisco.
Cordially,

•

Jan David Winitz has built a global reputation among carpet collectors and connoisseurs since he founded
Claremont Rug Company — at age 25 — in 1980. His stated vision was “to introduce fine families to antique carpets
possessing equal or greater artistic magnitude to works of art usually displayed on the wall.” Claremont Rug Company
continues to be a leading source of antique art-level Oriental carpets in the world. The author of “The Guide to
Purchasing an Oriental Rug,” Winitz has an international clientele for whom antique rugs are a great passion.
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cover: ferahan sarouk “tree of life ,” 4' 4" x 6' 1", 2nd quarter, 19th century. (see page 20.)

A World of
Enrapturing Beauty Awaits You

The addition of our oversize antique Persian Sultanabad carpet in the family room of this
Florida home unifies the expansive space, creating an unforgettable ambiance.

“The rugs we have from you make a tremendous difference in our daily lives.”
ce o of f or t un e 5 00 c om p a n y

“Claremont is not only my favorite rug store. It’s one of my
favorite stores of any kind anywhere in the world.”
a us t r ia n f in a n c ie r

Ferahan Sarouk | 10' 7" x 14' 2", circa 1875
As with any art form, true standouts are incredibly rare. For 33 years, we have relied on an ever-expanding proprietary
buying network of seasoned connoisseurs to uncover highly unique, superbly crafted carpets such as this dazzling large
room size Persian Ferahan Sarouk. Its kaleidoscope of hues and constant reinvention of every motif are awe-inspiring.
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www.claremontrug.com

lift page here

→

w w w. c l a r e m o n t r u g . c o m
Explore Our World-Class Collection
Clients find our intuitive, easy-to-navigate website to be an invaluable tool to gain access to our vast
inventory, learn about many facets of antique Oriental rugs and read numerous articles featuring us in
major publications. You can also view images of 75 clients’ rooms furnished with stunning rugs.

Shopping is Fun and Enjoyable
A rapidly growing number of clients furnish their homes directly from our 850-rug online selection,
representing our vast, world-renowned collection of antique carpets. See the foldout page
opposite this one to preview what you will experience when you enter our online gallery.
Our invaluable Wish List feature allows you to save, review and compare your favorite rugs on
dedicated lists and share rugs for one room to an entire home online with anyone you want.
While online, call us for expert consultation, Monday–Saturday, 10:00–6:00 Pacific Time.
Scan the QR code on the back cover with your smartphone or tablet to go directly to our website.

1.800.441.1332

3.

Claremont’s
Concierge Services
Visiting Our Gracious San Francisco Bay Area Galleries
Our Claremont Rug Company gallery houses three showrooms for viewing our
world-class inventory of exclusively art-level Persian carpets and tribal rugs, circa
1800–1920. Included are sizes from 2' x 4' to 18' x 30', along with antique runners
and corridor rugs to 25' long.
Claremont II– our beautiful boutique gallery 20 minutes from our main store – will
entirely satisfy those seeking older Oriental rugs (circa 1880 –1950) of timeless
beauty and great practicality at a more moderate price point.

Visiting Our Online Gallery at Claremontrug.com
Find everything you need to become familiar with our vast inventory. Review the
generous sampling of 850 carpets from our collection. Read numerous highly
informative articles in our site’s eduction and press sections.

1.
Viewing large thumbnail images of each carpet
makes initial selection convenient and enjoyable.
Search our 850-carpet sampling that you can
organize by:
• Size
• Rug Type
• Claremont Rug Company Gallery
• Our Boutique Claremont II Gallery
• Special Event Galleries
• Advanced Search

Our Follow-Up to Your Inquiries
We swiftly follow up your visit to our website gallery, phone consultation or email
communication with one of our carpet consultants with high-resolution, coloraccurate images of your rug choices either as digital files, 8" x 10" photographs or both.

Assisting the Purchasing Process
Considering the tremendous impact that well-chosen antique Oriental rugs have
on a room, many clients choose one of our two trouble-free methods of seeing rugs
in situ before coming to a decision.

1.

Seeing Rugs on In-Home Approval Before Purchasing
Over our more than three decades of business, we have made shipping on
approval efficient and economical. All rugs arrive folded in sturdy boxes. You
are welcome to lay them out yourself or you can arrange through our Services
Department to have your carpet choices presented to you by a local arthandling company that will install those rugs you select with anti-skid padding
and take away any you decide not to keep. Shipping is very economical: we
pass along to you the substantial discount we receive through Federal Express.
Interstate purchases are sales tax exempt.

2.

In-Home Presentations
We offer a unique home presentation service for multiple-carpet projects
virtually anywhere in the USA for room-size, oversize or collectible rugs. Enjoy
the salon experience in your own home, as one of our senior carpet consultants
and support staff show you numerous preselected rugs for each space you wish
to furnish. This allows you to compare the sizes, color balances and designs of a
series of rugs to help you to determine the very best choice for each spot.

For Successful Ownership We Offer:
• Padding and Installation

• Cleaning and Routine Maintenance

• Consultation for Collectors

• Accidents and Special Needs

• Storage at Our Facility

• Appraisals and Full Exchange Guarantee

3.
Massive rug images can be expanded to discover
every color nuance and even the smallest design
details. The ease of shopping on our site has
helped numerous clients furnish from one room
to an entire home with our stunning carpets.
Shown here: Antique Persian Ziegler Sultanabad,
10' 8" x 14' 2", circa 1875.

www.claremontrug.com

www.claremontrug.com

2.
Our single rug pages show a large
image and information for every
carpet on the site. Click on this
image to see a close-up of the rug as
shown below in 3.

www.claremontrugs.com

www.claremontrug.com

•

casual elegance

•

Serapi | 9' 5" x 12' 10", late 19th century
Year after year, our antique Serapis are incredibly popular among our clients. This top-tier representative
boasts a symphonic display of large scale, stylized blossoms and a wondrous, saturated color palette
that demonstrates a masterful use of natural dyestuffs. Its crisply drawn motifs and luminous
wool attest to its high standards of craftsmanship.

4.
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Sultanabad | 11' 11" x 17' 5", circa 1875
“High decorative” refers to the rarified strata of antique rugs usually woven on commission for a discerning
clientele. With its uncommonly spacious design of overscale motifs, prized ivory field and exotic color palette,
including hues of honey-gold, grayed taupe and guava, this is one of the most dazzling oversize village
carpets woven during “The Second Golden Age of Persian Weaving."

1.800.441.1332

5.

•

smaller art rugs

•

(a.)

Caucasian Baku
|
4' 2" x 5' 2", 3rd quarter, 19th century
Art-level rugs from the numerous subgroups of the
Caucasus Mountains often feature age-old graphic motifs
that are deeply evocative in nature. This superbly crafted
piece woven on the shores of the Caspian Sea reinvents
the serrated Ashik motif (found in pottery from the same
region as early as 3000 B.C.) again and again across
its various color fields.

( b.)

Kermanshah Garden of Paradise
|
4' 5" x 6' 9", circa 1875
Realistically detailed tropical birds, swimming trout
and a garden in full bloom are precisely rendered in this
virtuoso Persian city rug in excellent condition.
Its directional design makes it ideal for display on
either floor or wall.

(c.)

Caucasian Shirvan
|
3' 1" x 4' 8", circa 1875
Reflecting the powerful iconography that fascinates many art
carpet collectors, this diminutive 19th century rug from the
Shirvan subgroup is enthralling in its bold candor. Latch hook
medallions known as the "Wheel of Life" motif ascend its deftly
striated soft red field that is strikingly contained by an equally
vital chalice-and-oak-leaf main border.

(d.)

Ferahan
|
3' 4" x 4' 10", 3rd quarter, 19th century
Impassioned master weavers occasionally wove mat-size
rugs as artistic studies or personal gifts. This extremely wellpreserved rug’s supremely confident expression, artistic
excellence and superb craftsmanship all point to such an
origin. Particularly distinguishing is the unique golden
apricot dye that was used for the background.

6.
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(a.)

(c.)

(b.)

“With their rise in value and profile, a growing number of
collectors are choosing not only to lay their rugs on the floor,
but are hanging them on the wall alongside paintings…
putting portions of their portfolio into items that they can
see, touch, and which actually add to their quality of life.”
(From an article featuring Claremont Rug Company.)

Financial Times
November 19, 2011

(d.)

The Daily Satisfaction
of Living with
Antique Art Rugs
•

Our carpets are true works of art
for the floor. Their emotive impact
is unforgettable whether viewed
as part of an entire decor or up
close, where they reveal an infinite
variation of design and pools of
extraordinary colors.
To experience an art-level carpet is
to stand within a painting.

8.
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Tabriz | 11' 8" x 13' 9", 3rd quarter, 19th century
Exquisite floral filigree against an ethereal Prussian blue backdrop evokes an atmosphere of luxurious refinement
in this sterling carpet of unusual width. Breathtakingly beautiful, this classical Persian carpet was created
as quintessential floor art to complement elegant architecture and furnishings.

1.800.441.1332

9.

Bakshaish Camelhair | 10' x 14', circa 1875
The Bakshaish village weavers of Northwest Persia occasionally created art-level carpets employing undyed camel hair
that are widely sought after today. Their earthy hues and casual designs brilliantly complement the clean lines and lighter
ambiance of many contemporary decors. This connoisseur-level carpet presents a beguiling allover pattern and trademark
vibrant sapphire and cornflower blues not seen in rugs from other regions. An added dividend is its heavy-pile condition.

•

the geometric tradition

•

Serapi | 9' 11" x 12' 10", circa 1875
Our collection offers the widest possible selection of antique Oriental art carpets – a spectrum that spans from the casually
rustic to exquisitely refined. With its graphic design of whimsically irregular motifs, this 140-year-old Serapi offers stylized
lines, soft earth tones and a generous use of open space to create a memorable, elemental room size carpet.

1.800.441.1332

11.

•

time-matured natural dyes

•

Ferahan Sarouk | 10' 11" x 13' 3", 3rd quarter, 19th century
As pathfinders in recognizing the artistic gems among the myriad antique rugs that are decorative in nature,
we strive to offer carpets with a profound level of harmony in their color combination, great balance in the spatial
relationship of their motifs and soaring artistic innovation. This consummately crafted, world-class representative
of the elite Ferahan Sarouk weaving style vividly demonstrates these virtues.
•

right

Tabriz | 12' 5" x 18' 6", 3rd quarter, 19th century

What accounts for the deep luster that emanates from this exquisite oversize 19th century Persian Tabriz? Why does its intricate
repeating design evoke such fascination? This carpet’s supple wool quality is exceptional. Beyond that, the answer is hidden in
subtle, never-ending color variations that are masterfully choreographed to create a palpable visual depth across the
expanse of this extraordinarily well-preserved, highly sophisticated 150-year-old Oriental carpet.

12.
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1.800.441.1332

13.

Caucasian Soumac
|
3' 6" x 10' 3", circa 1875
Instead of hand knotting, the design of this mesmerizing
short runner is created using the extremely durable
Soumac embroidery technique. In addition to the crystal
clear definition of its motifs, this elegant geometric rug
offers an incomparable marine blue field tone and
various other exotic hues.

14.
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For

Major Rooms
and

Passageways
We offer a very extensive collection of
high decorative to connoisseur-caliber
antique carpets in sizes 11' x 15' to 18' x 30'.
Visit our website where you can review
175 oversize and palace-size carpets from
our substantially larger collection. Also
peruse a sampling of 130 of our runners
and corridor carpets. We encourage you
to call us at 800-441-1332 for

✶

more information.

Ferahan
|
14' 1" x 24' 9", circa 1875
Unforgettable not only for its massive dimensions
but also for its sophisticated, understated palette, this
palace-size Ferahan carpet holds the top tier in both
high decorative and connoisseur categories. With
sublime artistry and superlative craftsmanship, it
presents the famed Zul-i-Sultan (repeating nightingale
and vase) design on the grandest scale we have
encountered. Delightful, finely detailed birds strut
between every vase with no two of them quite alike!
At nearly one-and-one-half centuries old, it has
developed a glowing patina that quietly underscores
the splendor of this one-in-the-world art work that
likely took a team of nine weavers five years to create.

1.800.441.1332

15.

•

sophisticated design

•

•

Laurie Ghielmetti Interiors

Bradley Thiergartner Interiors

our rugs don’t just accessorize your home.
they co m p l e t e it.

One quickly discovers that the dramatic difference in impact between our art-level
Oriental rugs and newly woven carpets is identical to that of a master painting and a
poster that depicts it. No other floor covering brings a home to life like our antique
and vintage carpets.
Chosen from the thousands that pass through our hands for review each year, our
19th and turn of the 20th century rugs possess an authenticity, artistic distinction and
consummate craftsmanship that complete the fine residence. Because we choose only
those antique carpets that adhere to the artistic principles of balance and harmony, they
interplay seamlessly with the architectural details, furnishings and other works of art to
create profound unity in a room, as our clients consistently tell us.
The vast majority of our rugs are also in exceptional condition and surprisingly forgiving,
making them the practical choice as well as the aesthetic one.

•

“The urge to gather rugs — as works of art rather than merely floor coverings —
is now enjoying a renaissance. They can look wonderful in both modern and
traditional homes and the emphasis is on quality.”
(From an article featuring Claremont Rug Company.)

Financial Times
February 20, 2010

16.
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Ziegler Sultanabad | 12' 4" x 15' 10", circa 1875
Exemplifying the high decorative aesthetic sought by many of the world’s most sophisticated interior designers, this
virtuoso oversize Ziegler Sultanabad offers an incomparable ambiance. A wondrous Venetian red field tone provides a
low contrast backdrop for the suite of beguiling overscale designs. It is supported by rare hues such as celadon,
lime green and guava that have matured splendidly over 140 years.

1.800.441.1332
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•

original works of art

•

The uniqueness, rarity and intrinsic value of our caliber of antique
rugs make them family treasures and precious tangible assets. As a
result, articles featuring us have appeared in The Wall Street Journal,
Financial Times, Robb Report and Art and Antiques.

Read these and numerous other articles in press on our website.
“Some of the most coveted masterpieces are now the ones on the floor.”
— from The Wall Street Journal
“The Rug Market Takes Flight,” June 18, 2010

Laver Kirman
|
11' 8" x 16' 2", circa 1850
This masterful oversize carpet exemplifies the awe-inspiring beauty and technical mastery of the finest of
Persian floral rugs at the middle of the 19th century. Its striking, unusually spacious, golden sand-toned field is gently
striated and delicately shines through the transparent medallion and corner pieces. We are proud to present this
singular masterwork from the Laver Kirman weaving group, the carpet of choice for many of the most
sophisticated American and European homes for numerous generations.

1.800.441.1332

19.

Ferahan Sarouk
|
4' 4" x 6' 1", 2nd quarter, 19th century
Exotic, seldom-encountered colors and wonderfully inventive
designs that likely evolved on the loom rather than being
overly preplanned are the hallmarks of the finest early
Ferahan rugs. This one-in-the-world representative portrays
the age-old “Tree of Life” or “World Tree” motif as an enormous
blossoming plant that is literally bursting forth with vitality. Its
main border furthers this theme with a continually changing
array of blossom and plant forms in exotic shades of color not
found in later rugs. Having been held in private collections
for most of its existence, this monumental piece remains in
excellent condition. (See detail on cover.)

r

Caucasian Kazak
|
5' 3" x 7' 2", circa 1875
We offer a world-renowned collection of 19th century rugs from
both the highland and lowland tribal groups of the Caucasus
Mountains. These rugs are unforgettable in their age-old
symbolic motifs and prescient knowledge of color. From the
highest reaches of the Caucasus comes this dynamic rug,
emanating tremendous presence through its “Keyhole” design
of undulating proportions, symbolic pattern language and
incredibly saturated colors, including especially potent greens.

=
20.
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r
The Joy of
Collecting
Antique
Art Rugs

A small portion of the Oriental rugs available today stand on solid
ground as works of art on par with the finest paintings, sculpture and
other acknowledged mediums. These two pages focus on this elite
caliber of antique carpets.
Since Marco Polo introduced them to the Western world in the 13th
century, there have been impassioned connoisseurs internationally who
have included the finest antique Oriental rugs in their art collections.
This group spans from Henry VIII to Henry Frick, Mark Twain, J. Paul
Getty and many leaders of business in our own time. Now, just as a new
generation of enthusiasts is discovering their awe-inspiring beauty and
exceptional craftsmanship, the availability of art-level pieces, circa
1800 – 1890, has diminished substantially.
Exposure is increasing quickly. Two years ago, The Wall Street Journal
printed a feature article “The Rug Market Takes Flight,” and we were
honored that the entire second page reported on our president Jan
David Winitz’s three-decade relationship with one of his clients. In the

Afshar

last two years, both the New York Metropolitan Museum of Art and the

|

Louvre opened major permanent galleries devoted to Near Eastern art,

4' 2" x 5' 2", circa 1850
The finest 19th century rugs from the Qashqai, Arab
Khamseh and Afshar tribes of Southern Persia are woven
jewels of great interest to serious connoisseurs. This quite
early example will be absolutely breathtaking to those
with a seasoned eye. It is complex yet entirely cohesive.
Each blossom of its lushly ornamented field is individually
articulated, and its syncopation between time-matured
goldenrod, persimmon, ultramarine and oxblood
create an entrancing dynamism.

in part to display more of their collections of historical Oriental rugs.
Yet, top-tier 19th century rugs remain dramatically undervalued relative
to other forms of art. Seeing a window of opportunity that cannot
remain open indefinitely, more and more of our clients are assembling
notable family caches of art-level rugs. A rapidly growing number are
not only using them on their floors but also hanging them on their walls
and rotating their rugs in use with those stored in dedicated closets and
custom rug cellars. Many plan to strategically hold onto their collections
until their value is universally acknowledged.
For over three decades, Mr. Winitz and his staff of experts have worked
closely with both new and seasoned collectors to select the rugs most
appropriate to their interest. Rarity, uniqueness and good condition
relative to the rug’s age are quite important, yet their advice to the

o

budding connoisseur is to invest in carpets you have a deep personal
affinity with, rugs that warm your heart and enliven your mind in a
profoundly satisfying, penetrating manner.

1.800.441.1332

21.

Our Turn of the 20th Century Art Rugs

Complementing our art-level 19th century rugs that bring clients to us from around the
globe, our other central inventory is a wide spectrum of superbly crafted Persian city, village
and tribal carpets woven circa 1900 –1925. These are standout rugs that will offer tremendous
warmth and an individual character to a room, along with the great practicality needed
for more heavily used areas.
They continue the artistic legacy of their ancestors, employing a beautiful range of nuanced,
naturally dyed colors, glistening wool and harmonious, one-of-a-kind designs. Our early
20th century carpets are available in all formats, from mat-size to palace-size.

22.

Mahajiran Sarouk
at left

|
10' 5" x 13' 6", circa 1920
The best Mahajiran Sarouks are one of the most
sought-after Persian carpet types from the first
quarter of the 20th century, renowned for their
exceptionally lustrous wool, captivating botanical
designs and uncompromising craftsmanship.
In this stellar, warm rust-toned example, great
attention to balance and symmetry enlivens its
lyrically flowing floral design.

S T

Serapi
top right

|
8' 4" x 12', circa 1900
This singular room size carpet with its extensive use
of aged sunset reds presents strongly proportioned,
stylized flower and leaf patterns that create a
unique casual elegance. Its large-scale allover
design is seldom encountered, offering a robust
alternative to the angular center medallion format
traditional to this style of carpets.

S T

Bakhtiari
bottom right

|
11' x 14' 5", circa 1900
This enchanting “story rug” presents a masterful
rendition of the beloved “Garden Compartment”
design of the Bakhtiari tribe. Its compartments
evoke a great variety of botanical scenes drawn
in exquisite detail. Although woven over a
century ago, like the great majority of our early
20th century rugs, it offers heavy pile and will be
extremely forgiving of heavy floor use.

S T

•

a gamut of styles

•

Kashan | 8' 7" x 11' 5", circa 1910
Featuring superlative workmanship and incredibly fine knotting, this resplendent turn of the 20th century classical
Persian carpet is in magnificent, full pile condition. Enlivened by deeply lustrous wool, its crisp, lyrical design integrates an
astounding amount of detail and myriad hues of color, creating tremendous fluidity in both the field and border.

24.
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Bakshaish | 9' 8" x 12' 1", circa 1875
Newcomers and experienced clients come to us to find antique rugs of unforgettable artistic impact. The best Bakshaish
carpets, such as this deceptively elemental piece, offer an energetic, entirely unaffected composition. Here a field of “dancing”
boteh and a sparsely decorated undyed camel’s hair border reflect an unfettered inspiration highly prized by collectors.

1.800.441.1332

25.

•

the floral tradition

•

Laver Kirman | 7' 10" x 10' 8", circa 1850
Always exquisite, Laver Kirmans of unusually early vintage glow with patina and offer a wider range of nuanced colors than
seen in later pieces. This masterful mid-19th century carpet possesses palpable visual depth and an emotive subtlety. Uniquely,
the cypress tree forms the thematic basis for the painstakingly rendered design accented by lavender, pistachio and turquoise.

26.
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Tabriz
|
4' 6" x 6', 3rd quarter, 19th century
This delicately detailed rug presents one of the oldest
Persian floral designs from the 16th century Safavid
period. On an abrashed (purposely color shaded) field,
a life-like trellis of lush blossoms, including a detailed
pomegranate motif, is vibrantly expressed in sublime
hues and contained by an ornate willow tree border.

y
Motasham Kashan
|
4' 4" x 6' 6", 3rd quarter, 19th century
This awe-inspiringly beautiful representative of the
most prized 19th century subgroup of Persian city rugs
boasts superlative craftsmanship with tremendous
sharpness of line and a glistening lamb’s wool surface.
Its condition is phenomenal. This soaring caliber of art
rug will become a precious jewel to clients who desire
to live with the best-of-the-best.

“The writing is on the wall. The Oriental rug
world has evolved dramatically since 1980, when
almost all dealers viewed antique carpets merely
as elite decorative furnishings.” (From an article
featuring Claremont Rug Company.)

Chubb Insurance
Collector’s Newsletter
February 2012

1.800.441.1332
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Amritsar | 11' 6" x 14' 6", circa 1875
The best 19th century Indian carpets from Amritsar and Agra are imbued with an ethereal harmony of design and
graceful, subtle coloration that we are proud to represent in our collection of art-level rugs. With a rarely found generous
width, this exquisite room size carpet offers a uniquely elegant design and sophisticated gradations of hue.

28.
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Claremont II
Our Beautiful Boutique Gallery

Our second store will entirely satisfy those seeking older Oriental rugs of timeless
beauty and great practicality at a more moderate price point. Claremont II’s early 20th
century and late 19th century carpets consistently maintain the Claremont Standard of
Quality. If you are a newcomer to fine rugs, Claremont Vice President Robin Somerville
offers the ideal guidance and groundwork to make the proper selection.

Visit Claremont II
1813 Fourth Street, Berkeley, CA 94710
800-883-1815 | 510-883-1300 | www.claremontrug.com/claremont2
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Antique Oriental Art Carpets

6087 Claremont Avenue
Oakland, CA 94618 USA

SAN FRANCISCO, CA
PERMIT NO. 855

Address Service Requested

800-441-1332, Int’l: (+1) 510-654-0816
info@claremontrug.com
Located just 15 minutes
from downtown San Francisco
Monday-Saturday 11:00 to 6:00
For the best service,
an appointment is suggested.

“One of the world’s
best sources of
antique carpets.”
Financial Times
Read articles featuring us on

claremontrug.com

from the following publications:
Wall Street Journal
Financial Times
New York Times
Robb Report
San Francisco Chronicle
Art & Antiques
Forbes.com
Art News
Chubb Insurance
Collector’s Newsletter
Boston Globe
Worth Magazine
ArtDaily.com

Scan this QR Code with your
smartphone or tablet to go
directly to our website.

Hadji Jallili Tabriz | 6' 9" x 10', 2nd quarter, 19th century
Carpet photography by Michael Irwin.
Brochure printed on 111# Topkote Gloss
Cover & 80# Topkote Book, papers made
under the highest of environmental
management standards.

A vivid expression of why we term our antique rugs “art level,” this gem offers
a striking marriage between simplicity and refinement, along with hues
outside of the traditional Persian color palette that have softened magically
with the passage of many generations.

